
CANE - Technical Session 

Canvas Repair 

Wareham, MA 

 

On October 18 and 19, 2014 Jack & Sandi Rosen hosted CANE’s October Tech Session 

at their home in Wareham.  Because of the number of interested members and space 

limitations in Jack’s workshop, Jack & Sandi offered to hold two sessions, one on 

Saturday, and the other on Sunday.  A special thanks to the Rosens for giving up a 

beautiful fall weekend for CANE.  As evident in Jack’s garage/workshop, his passion is 

auto racing, antique cars, and motorcycles.  As an added treat, the group was given a tour 

of his collection, which includes a Rolls Royce (convertible), Bentley (Derby), Corvette, 

and Ultima (which he built) to name a few.  The display of plaques, trophies (mostly 

racing cars) and awards is a testament to Jack’s accomplishments and success with his car 

hobby. 

 

The Seminar, titled Canvas Repair is a little misleading because the topics discussed 

were considerably broader.  The following are my notes of the issues that were discussed 

at the Saturday session: 

 

 Sail Repair 

A few years ago JaxSan sustained damage to the headsail in the form of a tear in 

the sail at the location of the spreaders.  The sail was taken out of storage, 

unrolled, and there was a detailed discussion about the actual repair which was 

accomplished using sail cloth, backing tape and sewing machine.  The repair was 

made on the dock. 

 

 

 
 

Headsail Repair to JaxSan 



Sewing Equipment 

 

Sailrite Sewing Machine - Jack began his boat sewing projects using Sandi’s 

home Singer sewing machine, and now uses a Sailrite Ultrafeed.  A presentation 

was made describing the differences and advantages of the Ultrafeed. 

 

Needle - It is common to use a needle that is somewhat blunt, the reason being 

that it is less likely to cut the fabric and will go between the weaves making for 

stronger stitching. 

 

Basting Tape – The purpose of basting tape is to hold two pieces of fabric (or a 

piece of fabric and zipper) in place before the material is sewn together.  It is 

essentially double sided tape and is left in place once the project is complete. 

Basting tape comes in various widths, but the most common widths are ¼” and 

3/8”. 

 

Thread - It is important to use the proper weight thread and it should be 

ultraviolent resistant for projects where the thread will be exposed to the sun.  As 

in normal thread, UV thread comes in many colors to match the material being 

sewn. 

 

Edge Hotknife – There is one major advantage of using a hotknife instead of 

traditional scissors to cut Sunbrella material.  The edge is actually melted.  There 

are no exposed threads and the melted edge is actually sealed.  In addition, the 

hotknife can be used to cut and seal rope and webbing. 

 

Patterning Material – Sailrite sells a product which is a clear plastic material 

with a grid for reinforcement and to help in aligning while creating a pattern for 

your DYI project. 

 

 

 
Threading the Machine 



Improvements to JaxSan 

Many improvements have been made to JaxSan that do not involve 

Sunbrella/canvas, which include: wind vanes on the shrouds, radar support for 

split backstay, custom cookout grill holder, cockpit table that wraps around the 

wheel, and windlass modifications, just to name a few.  The following items were 

displayed followed by a discussion of “How - it - Was Built”: 

o Custom Two - Tone Bimini 

o Mainsail Cover 

o Cockpit Door Snaps 

o Sail Ties 

o Seat Covers, 

o Rope Bags 

o Helm Storage Bag 

o Lifeline Covers 

o Boom Holder 

 

 

 
 

Rope Bag for JaxSan 



Correcting a Mistake on JaxSan’s Bimini 

To demonstrate how easy it is to modify a piece that didn’t come out quite right, 

an actual modification was made to JaxSan’s Bimini.  While fabricating the 

bimini, zippers were sewn to edge that would allow connection of side curtains. 

One zipper on each side used to connect a side curtain was placed incorrectly and 

needed to be shifted to be in alignment. 

 

 

 
 

Removing Incorrectly Placed Zipper 
 

 

  The following process was followed to make the correction: 

 

o While the bimini is on the boat mark the correct zipper location (a 

soapstone marker can be used similar to what welders use, because the 

markings can be removed easily.) 

o Remove the incorrectly placed zipper using a normal seam ripper, making 

sure all excess thread is removed.  Note: A good practice while sewing is 

to remove all excess thread as the work progresses, making for a neat, 

professional looking finish product.  

o Place the zipper in the correct location, using basting tape to hold it in 

place. 

o Sew the zipper.  Slower is better. 



 

Zippers 

 

There was a discussion related to the different types of zippers. 

 They come as either single or double slider, and locking or non-locking. 

 Zippers come in various lengths, and are sold in 6 inch increments.  The 

actual length required is not always in 6 inch increments, therefore 

modifying the zipper length may be required, and was demonstrated, 

including a handy trick to making inexpensive zipper stops. 

 Zippers come in various sizes.  The number 10 zipper is a common type 

when making improvements to biminis, dodgers, etc. 

 The question came from the audience regarding what zipper colors are 

available.  The response: “Zippers come in various colors, as long as it’s 

either black or white”. 

 

 Snaps and Fasteners 

 

There are different methods of attaching fabric to fabric, fabric to wood, or fabric 

to fiberglass, and each was discussed, including the tools used to punch holes in 

fabric.  Both Snaps and Twist Lock Fasteners can be used to attach fabric to 

fabric, wood to fabric, or fiberglass to fabric. 

 

 

Throughout the seminar variety of tools and materials were discussed.  Jack deals with 

Sailrite Enterprises, Inc. (www.sailrite.com) for a majority of the materials used in his 

many DIY projects.  The staff at Sailrite has been very helpful in guiding Jack to using 

the appropriate tools and materials at a reasonable price.  Jack mentioned to Sailrite that 

he was presenting a Canvas Repair technical session to CANE.  Sailrite donated 6 “Make 

Your Own Boat Enclosure” DVDs, and 6 “Make Your Own Boat Cushions” DVDs, 

along with the 2014 Sailrite product catalog.  The DVD’s were raffled with one of each 

placed in the CANE Library.  Thanks Sailrite for supporting CANE. 

 

After the seminar, the CANE group was treated to a cookout with hot dogs and 

refreshments, with fruits and deserts brought by the group.  

 

I particularly enjoyed this seminar.  It provided a tremendous amount of information on 

the materials available to customize and improve our boats.  I have several small projects 

in mind as well as repairs to my sail cover that can be made, and will save a few bucks as 

well. 

 

Again, a big thanks to the Rosens for sharing their home, hospitality, and knowledge with 

the group.  

 

 

Dave Mariano 

Let it Ride 

http://www.sailrite.com/

